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We investigate Λ(1405) as a resonance in a coupled channel baryon-meson (Σpi-NK-Λη) scattering
with a ‘bound state embedded in the continuum’ (BSEC). This BSEC is introduced by hand, as a
state not originated from simple baryon-meson systems. We assume it comes from the three-quark
state. For this purpose, we solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with semirelativistic kinematics
in the momentum space.
There appears a resonance in the Σpi scattering below the NK threshold when the NK channel is
taken to be strongly attractive. It occurs without introducing a BSEC, just like the chiral unitary
approach. When a BSEC is introduced, a resonance also appears around at 1405MeV with a
weaker baryon-meson interaction. The corresponding peak also has a large width, and the NK
scattering length is reproduced well. The interaction whose channel dependence is the same as the
one originated from the color-magnetic interaction, where no NK attraction exists, also gives a broad
peak like Λ(1405) with help of a BSEC.
It is found that the energy-dependent potential gives a broader peak. The BSEC coupling which
does not vanish at the zero momentum transfer also give a larger width. In order to reproduce the
observed NK scattering length, introducing a BSEC seems preferable. In our calculation, a model
gives an appropriate value when the BSEC contribution to the resonance is roughly half of that of
the NK in size.
PACS numbers: 13.75.Jz 14.20.Jn 25.80.Ek
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I. INTRODUCTION
Λ(1405), the lowest negative-parity baryon in spite of its non-zero strangeness, has been investigated for a long
time. Recently, a few works to describe Λ(1405) as a baryon-meson resonance have been reported [1, 2, 3, 4]. This
picture is interesting because coupling to the mesons is surely important for this broad resonance. Also, it gives new
lights on the properties of the K-nuclei [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
One of such works is the chiral unitary approach, which employs the lowest-order baryon-meson vertices of the
nonlinear chiral Lagrangian as the baryon-meson interaction in the model[1, 2]. The Lagrangian of this approach is
an flavor-SU(3) extended version; the baryon-meson interaction is a flavor-flavor type. In such a case, the flavor-singlet
state gains a strong attraction. This attraction, especially the one in the NK channel, plays a major role to produce
the Λ(1405) resonance.
Recently, it is argued that there is no need to include an extra pole to reproduce the Λ(1405) peak and the low-
energy KN scattering data when one employs the chiral unitary approach [1, 9]. Namely, the observables can be
explained within this baryon-meson framework without introducing a pole which is not originated from the baryon-
meson interaction. As we will discuss later, the mechanism is as follows. Due to the strong attraction in the NK
channel, there is a NK bound state in this framework. When the NK-Σpi coupling is switched on, this bound state
becomes a resonance. While the baryon-meson potential in the Σpi channel is more attractive than that of NK in
this approach, the former channel is not affected much by this attraction. It is because the pion cannot stay at the
2short distance, where the attraction exists, due to its light mass. Thus the short-range part of the resonance wave
function is mostly NK’s, and the resonance stays just below the NK threshold. In contrast to this Λ(1405) case, it
seems necessary to include an extra pole to produce N(1535) in the chiral unitary approach [9, 10, 11]. It is probably
reflecting the fact that the closest attractive channel is ΣK, which is by 150 MeV above the N(1535) peak. Thus, the
mechanism which works well for Λ(1405) does not work for N(1535).
The above situation, however, raises a new question. The ground state baryons are described quite nicely by the
three-quark (q3) states in the constituent quark model. If one extends this idea to the negative parity baryons, there
should be a flavor-singlet orbitally-excited q3 state near Λ(1405) [12, 13]. This state is supposed to be seen as another
peak associated with the same quantum number, or, at least, affects the baryon-meson scattering largely. Thus,
introducing such a pole will destroy the above baryon-meson picture for Λ(1405). The theoretical reason why an extra
pole should be introduced into N(1535) but not into Λ(1405) is not clear yet.
Moreover, it has been shown that no large NK attraction appears if one construct the baryon-meson interaction
from the gluonic interaction between quarks in the quark model. It is, however, possible to reproduce the Λ(1405)
resonance successfully. There, the flavor-singlet q3 state plays an important role to reproduce the peak [14]. Thus,
there are still ambiguities in choosing the baryon-meson interaction.
In this paper, we compare the models and clarify the mechanism to form the Λ(1405) peak. For this purpose, we
solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with semirelativistic kinematics in the momentum space. We take following
two baryon-meson interactions, which have different channel dependence from each other: one is the flavor-flavor type
interaction (FF-type) and the other is that obtained from the color-magnetic interaction (CMI) of the quark model
(CMI-type). The orbital part of the interaction we employ here is a simple separable one with the gaussian form
factor for all the cases for the sake of simplicity. By removing the difference in the orbital part, we can concentrate
on the effects from the channel dependence and the strength of the interactions.
In addition to the above usual baryon-meson channels, we also introduce a ‘bound state embedded in the continuum’
(BSEC). Here we consider that this BSEC corresponds to the flavor-singlet q3 state predicted by quark models. As
for the transition potential from the baryon-meson system to the negative parity baryon, we employ the constituent
quark model to analyze the structure of the vertex B(12
+
)B(12
−
)M(0−). Since this BSEC is flavor-singlet, for the
FF-type model, the transition potential from a baryon-meson channel is proportional to the size of the flavor-singlet
component in that channel. As for the CMI-type, we use the one which comes from the pair-annihilation diagram
with the one-gluon exchange in the quark model [14]. By adjusting the gaussian cut-off parameter and the size of the
BSEC coupling, we fit the resonance energy.
Note that, since the quark degrees of freedom are not taken into account directly, our calculation with the CMI-
type interaction differs from the original quark-model calculation. Nevertheless we use this simplified calculation
to discuss the quark picture because the quark Pauli-blocking effects are small in this channel. In such a case, it
has been found that the results from the quark model can be expressed approximately by an energy-independent
baryon-meson interaction [15]. In fact, the obtained results in the present work are similar to the original ones. We
also would like to mention that using the CMI-type interaction in this way has an advantage: the system can be
treated semirelativistically, which is difficult within the usual quark-cluster-model framework.
As we will show later, it is found that the chiral unitary approach is not a unique way to produce the Λ(1405)
3resonance. With help of BSEC, a weaker FF-type interaction or the CMI-type interaction can also give an appropriate
peak. To clarify the difference of their mechanisms, we investigate the relative importance of roles of BSEC and of the
baryon-meson attractions. To see this, we calculate the probability of the BSEC at the resonance energy and compare
that with the probabilities of the baryon-meson states of the closed channels. The wave function in the coordinate
space, which we use to calculate the baryon-meson probabilities, is obtained by the Fourier transformation from the
off-shell T-matrix.
Resent experiments have discovered many hadron resonances which may have multiquark components [16]. The
present method to handle a BSEC and scattering states simultaneously may be applied to various such exotic systems.
In the next section, we explain the SU(3) structure of the baryon-meson system and the baryon-meson interactions.
Then, in section II B, we explain how to solve the scattering problem with a BSEC in the coupled channel baryon-meson
scattering problems. The Lippmann-Schwinger equation is solved in the momentum space with the semirelativistic
approach. The resonance wave function in the coordinate space is derived in section II C. In section III, we show the
obtained phase shifts and the mass spectrum of the Σpi channel as well as the resonance wave functions. Discussion
on the difference of the mechanisms to reproduce Λ(1405) among the above models is also given. Summary is given
in section IV.
II. MODEL
A. Model space and the interactions
The flavor-octet baryon and meson system can be classified into six representations:
8B × 8M = 1BM + 8ABM + 8SBM + 10BM + 10BM + 27BM . (1)
The strangeness=−1 and isospin T = 0 state appears in the 1BM , 8ABM , 8SBM , and 27BM states. These four states are
given by a linear combination of the following four baryon-meson systems: Σpi, NK, Λη, ΞK. Since the threshold
energy is much higher, the ΞK channel does not affect the Λ(1405) peak much as we will show later.
The hamiltonian is divided into the baryon-meson space (the P -space) and the q3 pole space (the Q-space):
H =
(
HP VPQ
VQP EQ
)
, (2)
and the wave function is given by
ψ =
(
ψP
ψQ
)
. (3)
Now we explain the interactions between baryon and meson, VP ≡ VBM , and the coupling of the baryon-meson
state with the BSEC such as the q3 state, VQP .
The potential between baryon and meson is assumed to be a central separable potential. The one between the i-th
and j-th baryon-meson channels is defined by
Vij(p,p
′) = cij
piV0
2
u exp[−1
4
a2(p2 + p′2)]Y00(Ωp)Y00(Ωp′) = cij
V0
8
u exp[−1
4
a2(p2 + p′2)]. (4)
4TABLE I: The factor cij for the FF type
Σpi NK Λη ΞK
Σpi -8
√
6 0 -
√
6
NK -6 3
√
2 0
Λη 0 -3
√
2
ΞK -6
1BM
q
3
8
− 1
2
q
1
8
1
2
TABLE II: The factor cij for the CM type
Σpi NK Λη ΞK
Σpi − 16
3
116
√
7
21
− 16
√
105
105
0
NK 0 28
√
15
15
0
Λη 112
15
− 40
√
70
21
ΞK − 160
21
q3 140 −85 53 -
Here, V0 and a are strength and range of the potential. The factor u is taken to be 1 for an energy-independent
potential while for an ‘energy-dependent’ potential
u =
√
k2 +m2
m
, (5)
where m and k are meson mass and initial momentum, respectively. This factor is introduced to take the energy
dependence like the WT term into account.
Note that the potential acts only on the S-wave baryon-meson states. For the FF type, the factor cij is taken to be
cij = (FB · FM )ij , (6)
where FB and FM are SU(3) flavor generators for baryon and meson. In the CM type, cij ’s are given by the color-
magnetic interaction with the the quark exchanges. The matrix elements of cij for both of the cases for strangeness=−1
and isospin T=0 are shown in Tables I and II.
The coupling of the baryon-meson state with the Q state 〈Q|V |p〉 is given by the following gaussian form,
〈Q|V |p〉 = V QP0 {c1 + c2(aQp)2} exp[−
1
4
a2Qp
2]
√
4piY00(Ωp), (7)
where V QP0 is the strength and aQ describes the form factor of the coupling potential. We take the c1 + c2(aQp)
2
dependence on the p2 for the transition potential from the relative S-wave baryon-meson state to the negative parity
baryon state Q. The origin of the form of this transition potential is explained in Appendix B.
As for the Q state, namely, q3 system, which is treated as BSEC, we assume the state to be a flavor singlet state
5for the FF type. The flavor singlet baryon meson state |1BM 〉 is given by
|1BM 〉 =
√
3
8
|Σpi〉 − 1
2
|NK〉+
√
1
8
|Λη〉+ 1
2
|ΞK〉. (8)
This fixes the relative strength of the coupling potential of the FF type with the flavor singlet Q state among the
baryon-meson channels.
B. Lippmann-Schwinger equation with BSEC
The Lippmann-Schwinger equation for H = H0 + V is written
T = V + V G(0)T, G(0) =
1
E −H0 + iε . (9)
We assume that the Q space has only one state, then we can set QHQ ≡ EQ or QV Q ≡ VQQ = 0. Using P +Q = 1,
we obtain the T matrix of the P space, TPP , as the following form [17]. For details, see appendix A.
TPP = T
(P ) + (1 + VPPGP )VPQGQVQP (1 +GPVPP ). (10)
Here the first term on the right hand side is the T -matrix solved within the P space:
T (P ) = (1− VPPG(0)P )−1VPP . (11)
The GP is a propagator in P space which is given by
GP = G
(0)
P (1 − VPPG(0)P )−1 = (G(0)−1P − VPP )−1, (12)
and GQ is a propagator for the Q space, which contains the coupling with the P space:
GQ = G
(0)
Q (1 − VQPGPVPQG(0)Q )−1 = (G(0)−1Q − VQPGPVPQ)−1. (13)
The term (1 + VPPGP ) describes a distortion in the P space due to the potential VPP .
Because we consider light meson systems, we take the semirelativistic kinematics for the baryon and meson propa-
gators. The free propagator for the initial energy Etot in the P space becomes
G
(0)
P = i
∫
d4q
(2pi)4
M
Ω
1
Etot − q0 − Ω+ iε
2m
q20 − q2 −m2 + iε
(14)
=
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
M
Ω
1
Etot − ω − Ω + iε
m
ω
, (15)
where
Ω =
√
M2 + q2, ω =
√
m2 + q2 and Etot =
√
M2 + k2 +
√
m2 + k2. (16)
Here the k is the relative momentum of the baryon-meson system and M and m are the baryon and meson masses,
respectively. We include a factor 2m in the propagator so that the propagator becomes the usual one in the non-
relativistic limit. The factor mMωΩ can be taken into account in the potential, as a kind of form factor.
Vij(p,p
′)→
√
mM
ωΩ
Vij(p,p
′)
√
m′M ′
ω′Ω′
. (17)
6Note that this factor plays a very important role to reduce the strength of the potential in a high momentum region.
The effect is strong when the mass is small. Therefore this factor strongly cuts off the Σpi potential. In the actual
calculation, the factor mMωΩ is taken into account in a factor C which takes into account a difference between relativistic
and non-relativistic kinematics.
Let us introduce the factor C in the followings. The hamiltonian of the P space, HP , becomes:
HP = H0 + VP = Ω+ ω + VP . (18)
For the Green function G(0), we use
(Etot −H0) ωΩ
Mm
=
k2 − q2
2µC(q, k)
, (19)
where µ is the reduced mass, µ = MmM+m , and C is a positive function of p and k. The variable k is the on-shell
momentum while q is the momentum operator. The factor C is 1 for the nonrelativistic system. For the semirelativistic
case, where Etot −H0 is given by
Etot −H0 =
√
M2 + k2 +
√
m2 + k2 −
√
M2 + q2 −
√
m2 + q2, (20)
the factor C becomes
C(q, k) =
q2 − k2
2µ(
√
M2 + k2 +
√
m2 + k2 −
√
M2 + q2 −
√
m2 + q2)
mM
ωΩ
. (21)
Note that the factor C(q, k) is positive for any real q and k.
When we use
V˜ = piµV and T˜ = piµT, (22)
then the Lippmann-Schwinger equation becomes
T˜ = V˜ +
2
pi
∫
V˜ |q〉C(q, k)q
2dq
q2 − k2 − iε 〈q|T˜ . (23)
The S matrix can be obtained from this T˜ as
S = 1− 2i k C(k, k) T˜ . (24)
The reason why we have introduced the factor C(q, k) is the following. The propagator in eq. (15) has a pole at
q = k. By introducing the factor C, one can separate the propagator into a simple form 1/(q2 − k2) and a smooth
function C(k, q) instead of dealing with the complicated singular function of q2 directly. When we solve the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation numerically, we simply take care of the pole of the 1/(q2 − k2) by the well known procedure.
C. Wave functions
The wave function ψ with the initial wave function φini can be obtained by using the T -matrix:
|ψ〉 = |φini〉+G(0)T |φini〉. (25)
7The wave function of the P -space is
|ψP 〉 = |φini〉+G(0)P TPP |φini〉, (26)
whereas the wave function for the Q-space becomes
|ψQ〉 = G(0)Q TQP |φini〉. (27)
Relative importance between the closed P -space φc (different from φini) and the Q-space can be found by comparing
the following probabilities.
|〈φc|ψP 〉|2 = |〈|φc|G(0)P TPP |φini〉|2, (28)
|〈Q|ψQ〉|2 = |〈Q|G(0)Q TQP |φini〉|2. (29)
The wave function of the coordinate space can be obtained by the Fourier transformation. In the following calculation,
the asymptotic wave function of the Σpi channel is normalized as 2 sin(kr + δ)/k.
III. RESULTS
Here we show the obtained phase shift δ of the Σpi channel for the relative angular momentum L = 0. We also
show the Σpi mass spectrum given by
|1− ηe2iδ|2/k , (30)
where η is the elasticity and k is the relative wave number for the Σpi scattering. This mass spectrum corresponds to
the observed resonance peak.
Here we take the model parameters to adjust the peak properties to the experimental values: the resonance energy
is 1406 ± 4 MeV and the width is 50 ± 2 MeV [18]. There is an argument that the Λ(1405) has a two-pole structure,
and that the peak energy found in the Σpi scattering and that in the NK→ Σpi decay may be different [19, 20]. Both
of the two peak energies, 1390 and 1426 MeV, however, are far above the Σpi threshold and below the NK threshold.
In that sense, our conclusion will not change if we use the results of their analysis.
We use the experimental values for the masses of baryons and mesons in the kinematics, which are shown in Table
III. In the present work, we consider eight parameter sets, which are listed in Table IV. The obtained mass spectra
and the phase shifts as well as the wave function at the resonance for each of the parameter sets are shown in Figs. 1-9.
In Table V, we summarize the obtained resonance energy and the NK scattering length. The observed NK scattering
length is (−1.70± 0.07) + (0.68± 0.04) i fm [21]. The probabilities of the closed channels and the q3 state, which are
given by eqs. (28) and (29), are also shown in Table V. These q3 probabilities indicate the relative importance among
these components. They should not be compared with those from the different parameter set because it is the wave
function of the open channel that is normalized. The relative importance of the closed channels to the open channel
can be seen by comparing the short-range part of the resonance wave functions. The self energies gained by the BSEC
for the parameter set (4)-(8) are shown in Table VI.
The first parameter set in Table IV is energy-dependent FF-type without BSEC, which we call Oset-type. The
strength of the FF-type potential roughly corresponds to the one given by the chiral unitary model as
V0 ∼ 1
(2pi)3f2
, (31)
8TABLE III: Masses of baryons and mesons in [MeV] [18].
N Σ Λ Ξ pi K,K η
939 1193 1116 1318 138 496 549
TABLE IV: Parameters of the potentials
a V0 aQ EQ V
PQ
0
c1 c2 Energy dep.
fm MeV·fm3 fm MeV MeV·fm3/2
(1) Oset-type 0.38 2.7 - - 0 - - yes
(2) FF without pole 0.37 2.7 - - 0 - - no
(3) FF without pole 0.46 2.7 - - 0 - - no
(4) FF with pole 0.46 2.7 0.46 200 11.5 0.0 1.0 both
(5) FF with pole 0.46 2.7 0.46 200 15.0 1.0 0.0 no
(6) CMI with pole 0.40 0.6 0.40 160 12.5 1.0 0.0 no
(7) CMI with pole 0.40 0.8 0.40 160 16.0 1.0 0.0 no
(8) CMI with pole 0.40 0.8 0.40 160 12.0 0.0 1.0 no
which is about 2.7 [MeV fm3]. Here we have used f = 1.15× fpi where the pion decay constant is fpi=93 MeV [2]. We
have fixed this value for other calculations of the FF-type potential as seen in the Table IV. We employ the gaussian
form factor which corresponds to a size of the baryon in the quark model while a sharp cut-off for the integral of
the off-shell momentum is employed in ref. [2]. In spite of a difference between these treatments, the results of this
parameter set is very much alike to those in ref.[2].
In Fig. 1, we show the results of the calculation with the three channels, Σpi, NK and Λη. In order to see the
effect of the ΞK channel, we have also carried out the four-channel calculation. As seen in the figure, the effect of the
ΞK channel is small and we consider only three-channel calculation in the following. The wave functions around the
resonance region, where the relative momentum of the Σpi channel is k = 0.76fm−1 are also shown in the figures.
In the Oset-type calculation, the energy dependent potential is employed. To see the effect of the energy dependence,
TABLE V: Peak energy, Eres, the probabilities, and the NK (T=0) scattering length, aNK, for each parameter set. The values
for (4) are the energy-independent ones.
Eres Probabilities aNK
MeV NK Λη q3 fm
(1) Oset-type 1406.9 34.4 1.3 - −2.09 + 0.59 i
(2) FF without pole 1407.9 76.6 3.0 - −1.93 + 0.25 i
(3) FF without pole 1432.0 337.8 3.3 - −4.78 + 1.48 i
(4) FF with pole 1404.0 60.5 3.1 42.6 −1.09 + 0.18 i
(5) FF with pole 1403.5 35.8 1.5 14.8 −1.65 + 0.43 i
(6) CMI with pole 1405.9 11.8 0.6 32.7 −0.64 + 0.25 i
(7) CMI with pole 1406.2 7.9 0.3 21.3 −0.67 + 0.34 i
(8) CMI with pole 1402.8 15.3 1.7 203.3 −0.01 + 0.03 i
QCM[14] 1404 8.6 0.6 23.6 −0.75 + 0.38 i
9FIG. 1: Mass spectrum, phase shift and wave functions of Σpi scattering by Oset-type, the energy-dependent potential with
the parameter set (1) in Table IV.
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FIG. 2: Mass spectrum, phase shift and wave functions of Σpi scattering by the energy-independent FF-type potential with the
parameter set (2) in Table IV. No coupling with the q3 state.
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TABLE VI: Self energy of BSEC
Σ
MeV
(4) FF with pole −119.0 − 17.1 i
(5) FF with pole −104.2 − 49.1 i
(6) CMI with pole −82.8− 28.7 i
(7) CMI with pole −78.4− 40.2 i
(8) CMI with pole −87.8− 4.4 i
we have performed a similar calculation with an energy-independent potential (parameter (2) in Table IV). Since the
attraction between baryon and meson without the energy dependence becomes slightly weaker, we used a smaller
range for the form factor in order to obtain a resonance around the same energy. As seen in Fig. 2, the shape of the
mass spectrum becomes narrower and the NK component of the wave function is larger in the short range. Both of
the cases, however, reproduce a resonance just below the NK threshold.
The observed scattering length for the NK T = 0 channel is negative. Since the FF-type interaction is strongly
attractive in this channel, the resonance should come largely from the NK bound state in order to give a negative
scattering length. In fact, the calculated scattering length is negative. It, however, seems somewhat larger in the
amplitude than the observed one. This suggests that the attraction should be decreased without changing the
resonance energy somehow.
When a slightly long-range form factor is employed, the interaction becomes weaker. We take a = 0.46 fm, which
corresponds to the size parameter b = 0.56 fm in the quark model, with the same strength V0 as before (parameter
(3) in Table IV). Then, it becomes difficult to reproduce the resonance of Λ(1405) as seen in Fig. 3. The amplitude of
the NK channel and scattering length become very large because the resonance occurs almost on the NK threshold.
Now let us introduce a BSEC into the system. In addition to the three baryon-meson channels, we include the
flavor-singlet P -wave q3 state as a BSEC state. We employ 200MeV above the Σpi threshold as the mass of the q3
state before the coupling is switched on. It corresponds to 1531MeV and is slightly heavier than the mass of Λ(1520)
(32
−
). We take this value because Λ(1520) is considered to be the flavor-singlet spin partner. The coupling to the
baryon-meson systems is much smaller here as indicated by its small width (15.6±1.0 MeV[18]); the unperturbed
mass for Λ(1520) is considered to be close to the observed mass. Judging from the mass spectrum of the flavor-octet
excited baryons, the spin-orbit force is probably small also for the flavor-singlet baryons. Thus, we choose 1531 MeV
as the unperturbed q3 mass for Λ(1405).
In Fig. 4, the mass spectrum and wave functions with the parameter set (4) are shown. Here we have employed
the coupling with the BSEC which has p2 dependence, namely, c1 = 0, c2 = 1 (called p
2-type) in eq. (7). The peak
appears around 1404 MeV which corresponds to the Λ(1405) resonance. Both the NK and q3 channels play a very
important role to reproduce the resonance as shown in Table V. The q3 state gains the self energy ReΣ = −119.0
MeV as shown in Table VI. The mass spectrum is similar to the one in Fig. 2, which employs the shorter range form
factor without the q3 state.
In order to see the effect of the energy dependence, we also show the results using the same parameters as (4)
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FIG. 3: Mass spectrum, phase shift and wave functions of Σpi scattering by the FF-type potential with the parameter set (3)
in Table IV. No coupling with the q3 state.
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FIG. 4: Mass spectrum, phase shift and wave functions of Σpi scattering by the FF-type potential with the parameters (4) in
Table IV. The coupling with the state q3 is p2-type.
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FIG. 5: Mass spectrum and phase shift of Σpi scattering by the energy-dependent and independent FF-type potentials with
the parameter set (4) in Table IV. The coupling with the state q3 is p2-type.
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FIG. 6: Mass spectrum, phase shift and wave functions of Σpi scattering by the FF-type potential with the parameter set (5)
in Table IV. The coupling with a state q3 is 1-type.
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but with the energy dependence in Fig. 5. As seen in the figure, the energy dependence gives a stronger shift of the
resonance and wider shape than the one without the energy dependence. This is because the strength of the potential
increases around the resonance.
In Fig. 6, we show the results of the parameter set (5), which employs the different structure of the transition
potential VPQ, namely, c1 = 1, c2 = 0 (called 1-type) in eq. (7). As seen in the figure, the mass spectrum is similar
to the one of the case (1). It gives a smaller scattering length than that of the case (1), but gives a wide shape of the
mass spectrum. The self energy of the q3 state is Σ = −104.2− 49.1 i MeV.
In all the above cases with a BSEC, we successfully produce a resonance with a large width around at 1405MeV.
Here the attraction in the NK channel plays an important role to reproduce the resonance together with the q3 state.
The NK scattering length becomes smaller reflecting the fact that the NK attraction decreases. Introducing the q3
state keeps the resonance energy at the appropriate place. For the parameter set (5), which reproduces the observed
NK scattering length, the probability of the BSEC is roughly half of that of NK at the resonance.
So far, we have employed the FF-type potential for the potential VP , whose characteristic feature is the strong
attractive NK potential. In the quark cluster model, however, the channel dependence of the potential VP is different
from the FF-type potential. For the parameter sets (6)-(8), we employ the CMI-type potential shown in Table II,
which is derived from the color magnetic interaction with the quark exchange between q3 baryon and qq¯ meson.
The strength of the CMI-type interaction is adjusted to reproduce the results of the quark cluster model. Other
parameters, such as a, aQ, EQ and the transfer potential, are fixed to the values of the quark cluster model [14].
First we use the non-relativistic Lippmann-Schwinger equation in order to reproduce the results given in [14]. The
potential parameters are (6) in Table IV and the results are shown in Table V and Fig. 7. The unperturbed mass
of the q3 state is taken to be 160 MeV above the Σpi threshold. It corresponds to 1491 MeV, following the value
calculated by the q3 quark model [12]. As seen in the tables and figures, we can reproduce the results without carrying
out the complicated quark cluster model calculation.
The present model is different from the original one at the point that the model does not include the quark degrees of
freedom directly. Our results, however, are almost the same as the original one. It is because the relevant channels are
not affected from the quark Pauli-blocking effect largely[15]. Approximation by an energy-independent baryon-meson
potential is valid for Λ(1405).
While the quark cluster model calculation is limited within the non-relativistic kinematics, the present approach has
an advantage to employ the semirelativistic Lippmann-Schwinger equation. Employing the CMI-type for the baryon
meson potential VP , we perform the three-channel coupled Σpi scattering with the semirelativistic kinematics. We
use again the two types of the coupling potential VPQ with the q
3 state, namely, the 1-type and the p2-type, which
correspond to the parameter sets (7) and (8), respectively. As seen in Fig. 8, we can reproduce the resonance with
a reasonable width using the 1-type coupling. On the other hand, the mass spectrum becomes very narrow when
the p2-type coupling is employed (Fig. 9). This is because the coupling with the scattering states which have large p
strongly pushes the BSEC downwards, but the decay probability is suppressed due to the p2 dependence.
The difference in the types of the transfer potentials can be clearly seen in the imaginary part of the self energy
shown in Table VI. Those with the p2-type transfer potential, parameter sets (4) and (8), give much smaller values.
This tendency is also seen in the Table V; these parameter sets give a narrower peak and smaller imaginary part for
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FIG. 7: Mass spectrum, phase shift and wave functions of Σpi scattering by a non-relativistic calculation using the CMI-type
potential with the parameter set (6) in Table IV. The coupling with a state q3 is 1-type.
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the NK scattering length.
The real part of the scattering lengths given by the CMI-type models is much smaller than the observed one. This
is consistent with the larger q3 contribution as seen in Table IV. It seems that the NK interaction should be more
attractive than the one from the CMI-type, which may be supplied by introducing e.g., the meson contribution.
In our parameter sets, the FF-type baryon-meson interaction with the 1-type transfer potential with the semirela-
tivistic kinematics, the parameter set (5) in Table IV, seems most appropriate. As far as Λ(1405) is concerned, the
flavor-singlet q3 state is not a contradictory idea to the FF-type baryon-meson interaction. To proceed this idea,
however, one has to consider what this BSEC really stands for. The FF-type interaction appears between the baryon
and the meson when one assumes the ρ-meson exchange between quarks. But, the FF-type interaction by itself cannot
reproduce the observed baryon or meson spectra. One needs some other interaction, at least, to give the hyperfine
splitting.
Among other parameter sets, the semirelativistic CMI-type baryon-meson interaction with the 1-type transfer
potential with the semirelativistic kinematics, the parameter set (7), reproduces the observables well except for the
NK scattering length. This probably shows an additional attractive force between NK should be introduced into
the quark model treatment. Introducing such an extra attraction is usually done to produce a realistic two-baryon
potential in the quark cluster model. It may comes from the σ-meson exchange or other long-range effects. With such
an attraction, the CMI-type may give correct low energy scattering data.
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FIG. 8: Mass spectrum, phase shift and wave functions of Σpi scattering by the CMI-type potential with the parameter set (7)
in Table IV. The coupling with a state q3 is 1-type.
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FIG. 9: Mass spectrum, phase shift and wave functions of Σpi scattering by the CMI-type potential with the parameters (8) in
Table IV. The coupling with a state q3 is p2-type.
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IV. SUMMARY
We have studied the Λ(1405) as a resonance in a coupled channel baryon-meson (Σpi-NK-Λη) scattering. The meson-
baryon interaction is taken to be a flavor-flavor type (FF-type) or the one whose channel dependence is the same as
the quark model (CMI-type). The former has a strong attraction in the NK channel while there is no attraction in
that channel if the latter potential is employed. For models which have weaker or no NK attraction, we introduce a
bound state embedded in the continuum (BSEC), which is considered as the flavor-singlet q3 state. The system is
investigated by solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with semirelativistic kinematics in the momentum space.
When the FF-type interaction is strong enough, the Λ(1405) peak is reproduced without introducing a BSEC like
the chiral unitary approach. When the FF-type interaction is weakened by increasing the range of the form factor, or
when the CMI-type interaction is employed, we have to introduce the BSEC, namely, the q3 state to reproduce the
observed peak.
The obtained mass spectra are similar to each other. One cannot distinguish the interactions and models well by
the shape of the Λ(1405) peak alone. Thus we have also investigated the relative importance of the coupling with the
NK channel and the q3 state by comparing the probabilities of the NK and the BSEC components at the resonance.
The NK scattering length is another clue to find the mechanism to form the resonance.
From the results of our present calculations, the followings become clarified. The peak energy of the Λ(1405) can
be reproduced by the above models with appropriate parameters. The baryon-meson potential can be the FF-type
or the CMI-type. A BSEC may or may not exist for the FF-type while its existence is required for the CMI-type.
The large width suggests that the baryon-meson potential should be energy-dependent or that the transfer potential
between the baryon-meson system and the BSEC does not vanish at the zero-momentum transfer. The semirelativistic
kinematics tends to give a broader peak. The NK scattering length suggests that the probability of the q3 state is
about half of that of the NK channel at the resonance.
In our calculation, the strong FF-type interaction without a BSEC can give an appropriate peak, but scattering
length is somewhat large. A weaker FF-type interaction with the q3 state seems to give most appropriate results.
To proceed this idea, however, one has to consider what this BSEC really stands for. One the other hand, the
semirelativistic CMI-type interaction with the q3 state reproduces the observables well except for the NK scattering
length. This means that an additional attractive force between NK should be introduced to the quark model treatment,
which is also done for the two-baryon interaction in the quark cluster model. With such an attraction, the CMI-type
may give correct low energy scattering data. To understand the situation more clearly, one has to derive the potentials
microscopically from more fundamental interactions.
Let us emphasize again that a unified treatment for the resonances should be performed to investigate the excited
hadrons. One should take into account the coupling to the quark state, or a BSEC, in addition to the baryon-meson
states, rather than to deal with a simple q3 state or a ordinary coupled-channel scattering problem separately.
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APPENDIX A: LIPPMANN-SCHWINGER EQUATION
The Lippmann-Schwinger equation for H = H0 + V is written as
T = V + V G(0)T, G(0) =
1
E −H0 + iε . (A1)
We divide a space into P (baryon-meson space) and Q(BSEC space). Assuming VQQ = 0 and usingP + Q = 1, we
obtain the following equations.
TPP = VPP + VPPG
(0)
P TPP + VPQG
(0)
Q TQP , (A2)
TQQ = VQPG
(0)
P TPQ, (A3)
TQP = VQP + VQPG
(0)
P TPP , (A4)
TPQ = VPQ + VPPG
(0)
P TPQ + VPQG
(0)
Q TQQ. (A5)
From eq.(A2), we obtain for TPP ,
TPP = (1 − VPPG(0)P )−1(VPP + VPQG(0)Q TQP ). (A6)
Substituting the above equation into eq.(A4), we obtain
TQP = VQP + VQPG
(0)
P (1 − VPPG(0)P )−1(VPP + VPQG(0)Q TQP ). (A7)
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Introducing GP as
G
(0)
P (1− VPPG(0)P )−1 = (G(0)−1P − VPP )−1 = GP , (A8)
we obtain
TQP = VQP + VQPGP (VPP + VPQG
(0)
Q TQP ) = (1− VQPGPVPQG(0)Q )−1VQP (1 +GPVPP ). (A9)
Substituting the equation into eq.(A2), we obtain
TPP = VPP + VPPG
(0)
P TPP + VPQG
(0)
Q (1− VQPGPVPQG(0)Q )−1VQP (1 +GPVPP ). (A10)
Introducing GQ also for Q space,
G
(0)
Q (1− VQPGPVPQG(0)Q )−1 = (G(0)−1Q − VQPGPVPQ)−1 = GQ, (A11)
we obtain the following.
TPP = VPP + VPPG
(0)
P TPP + VPQGQVQP (1 +GPVPP ). (A12)
Then we obtain for TPP the following result.
TPP = (1 − VPPG(0)P )−1VPP + (1− VPPG(0)P )−1VPQGQVQP (1 +GPVPP ). (A13)
Here the first term on the right hand side is the T -matrix T (P ) which is a solution within the P -space.
Employing the following,
(1− VPPG(0)P )−1 = G(0)−1P GP = (1 + VPPGP ), (A14)
TPP is given by
TPP = T
(P ) + (1 + VPPGP )VPQGQVQP (1 +GPVPP ). (A15)
Practical calculation can be performed by introducing the inverse of the following operator M
M = 1− VPPG(0)P or T (P ) =M−1VPP . (A16)
Taking the transpose of the operator M , we obtain M t
1 + VPPGP =M
−1, 1 +GPVPP = (M
t)−1. (A17)
The following term which appears in the propagator GQ can be calculated using the same operator M
−1 .
VQPGPVPQ = VQPG
(0)
P M
−1VPQ. (A18)
Finally we obtain the following form for the full T matrix in the P space.
TPP =M
−1VPP +M
−1VPQ
1
E − EQ − VQPG(0)P M−1VPQ
VQP (M
t)−1. (A19)
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APPENDIX B: FORM FACTOR
We have introduced the form factor for the baryon-meson interaction VP and VPQ. Here we make a brief comment
on the size of the form factor and the form of the transition potential from the baryon-meson S-state to the negative
parity baryon.
First we explain the baryon-meson and baryon vertex BBM for the 12
+
baryons and 0− meson. Assuming that the
baryon consists of 3 quarks q3 whose internal wave function is given by
φ(ρ)φ(λ) = (
1√
piBρ
)3/2 exp(− ρ
2
2Bρ2
)(
1√
piBλ
)3/2 exp(− λ
2
2Bλ2
), (B1)
where the internal coordinates ρ and λ, and the center of mass R are
ρ = r1 − r2, λ = r1 + r2
2
− r3, R = r1 + r2 + r3
3
. (B2)
When the quark and meson vertex qqM is 1, then the form factor is given by
F (p) =
∫
φ(ρ)2φ(λ)2 exp(−ip ·R) exp(ip · r3)dρdλ, (B3)
where p is the relative momentum of the baryon and meson. Substituting r3 = R− 2λ/3, we obtain
F (p) = exp(−B
2
λp
2
9
) = exp(−b
2p2
6
), (B4)
where we used the size parameter of the single quark wave function b given by
Bλ =
√
3
2
b. (B5)
Next we explain the form factor for the VPQ. The internal wave function of the negative parity baryon is given by
φ(ρ)φ(λ) = (
1√
piBρ
)3/2 exp(− ρ
2
2Bρ2
)(
1√
piBλ
)3/2
√
2λ
Bλ
exp(− λ
2
2Bλ2
), (B6)
where the wave function φ(λ) is taken to be P-wave. Taking the quark and meson vertex qqM to be the usual vertex
as
σ · (p− m
mq
pq), (B7)
where pq is the quark momentum and σ is the Pauli spin matrix for quarks. Then we find that the baryon meson
vertex contains two terms, namely, 1 and p2 terms. The form factor becomes the same as the S-wave case, and we
have the following two types of the VPQ interaction.
exp(−B
2
λp
2
9
), p2 exp(−B
2
λp
2
9
). (B8)
Therefore we have taken the following form for the transition potential VPQ
VPQ(p) = V
PQ
0 {c1 + c2(aQp)2} exp(−
a2Qp
2
4
), aQ =
√
2
3
b. (B9)
